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     Spring flush is either coming posthaste or already upon Central region dairy farmers. Warmer

     weather has pervaded much of the upper Midwest and lower portion of the region. Cow comfort

     levels have elevated, particularly following the late winter blast. There has been a strong

     response from dairy farms following winter storms in mid-February, which hampered farms

     throughout the region, but most notably set back Texas farmers and dairy processing

     operations, in the state's panhandle and beyond. Class I sales reports showed a post-spring

     break bump. After three weeks of slower sales, bottling facilities in all parts of the

     region added to their intakes this week. As food service demand is growing across the dairy

     spectrum, some cheesemakers reported paying a bit more for spot milk this week. Spot milk

     prices ranged from $5 to $1.50 under Class III. Spot milk prices during week 14 in 2020

     were between $5 and $4 under Class. Cheesemakers in certain areas are still finding deals,

     but the further east in the region, the tighter the milk supply. Cream availability is

     similar to previous weeks. Butter makers are still finding the occasional spot load at

     multiples in the low/mid 1.20s, but they also say they are limited. Typical post-holiday

     patterns of excessive cream and dipping prices were not reported this week, in most cases.

     There were some mechanical issues reported at butter plants, which could affect cream

     supplies late week, but for the most part, cream is following a gradually tightening

     trajectory. Increasing feed costs are a growing concern among dairy farmer contacts

     throughout the region. Export demand, similar to that of some dairy powder markets, is

     keeping the supply portion of the supply/demand ratio in check.

     The DMN monthly average of the range price series for Upper Midwest Class II cream during

     March was $2.0759, compared to $1.6328 in February.

     Price Range - Class III Milk; $/CWT; Spot Basis:   -5.00 -  -1.50

     Trade Activity: Moderate

     Midwestern U.S., F.O.B. Cream

     Multiples Range - All Classes:               1.2200 - 1.3400

     Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:      2.3106 - 2.4380

     Multiples Range - Class II:                  1.2700 - 1.3400
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     Additional Dairy Market News Information:

     Dairy Market News (DMN) by Phone: (608)422-8602

     DMN Website: https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/dairy

     DMN MARS (My Market News): https://mymarketnews.ams.usda.gov


